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31 R E S A R C H  OF T H E  T E M P O R A L  V A R I A T I O N S  OF 
T E R R E S T R I A L  FIELDS

A significant and internationally acknowledged activity characterized this theme- 
group in 1969. The main continuous activity has been the recording in the Tihany 
Observatory. This activity is constantly expanding and covers, nowadays, almost the 
entire range of geophysics.

The slow variations of the horizontal and vertical component and o f the declination of 
terrestrial magnetism have continuously been recorded.

A tidal gravity curve from 2, 1968 to 6, 1969 has been observed and compiled for 
electronic data-processing. Some instrumental problems were faced and had to be solved, 
and a special analysis was applied to the records obtained. Experiments have been 
carried out to automatize gravity recording.

The construction of a proton-precession magnetometer (in cooperation with the Geo
physical Dept, of the Budapest University) started. The work, however, lags behind 
schedule, because of our precision workshop constantly working to capacity.

The building of the new Szarvas Observatory was completed. The magnetic instru
ments are made ready for set-up.

Spherics-recordings have been carried out likewise in cooperation with the University 
Several satisfactory whistlers were obtained and analysed with a Sonagraph.

Usually we don’t stop at the mere recordings, but our data, after processing, are 
forwarded to users: field-parties and foreign institutions. A form of publication is the 
series of the Annals of the Observatory. Their publications started relatively late. Having 
liquidated a considerable lag, in 1969 Volume 1964 appeared. Volumes 1965-68 are 
prepared for press, thus the lag will soon be overtaken.

The recorded data are turned to earth-physical syntheses by special analysis. These are 
published either in periodicals or in the form of lectures. In 1969 e.g. the cause of the 
global mass-asymmetry of the Earth has been investigated through zonal spherical functions.
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According to an international agreement, the magnetic normal-field of the country 
is determined not only by ten years, but, on selected, so-called secular stations, also by 
two years. The latest field-work was accomplished in 1968, in 1969 the final analysis 
went on.

In international conferences these activities are usually esteemed, and the regular way 
of data-forwarding is recognized.

An old problem is the cooperation with the observatories of the neighbouring 
countries. In 1969 an actual adjusting measurement took place: people of the Geophysical 
Institute of the Ukrainian Acad, of Sciences carried out D, H  and T  measurements in 
Tihany with their own instruments. Our adjusting measurements im Kiev are planned 
to be carried out in 1970.

32 P A L E O M A G N E T I C  R E S E A R C H

Our paleomagnetic research made progress in 1969. Having participated in an inter
national cooperation, a lecture was delivered about the task imposed on us (paleomag
netic examination of rock-samples from the Polish Central Range).

Home activity was concentrated on the volcanic mountains of the Hungarian Northern 
Range. It has been stated that magnetization attached to initial activity and paroxism 
is positive, while final products are of negative magnetization.

Stratigraphically correlated the Mátra Mts. volcanism with that of the Börzsöny Mts. 
it is concluded that paroxism in the Börzsöny just ended, when volcanism in the adjoining 
Cserhát Mts. started, and in the Mátra Mts. became ubiquitous.

An essential feature in our research is the determination of the natural remanent 
magnetization and its Koenigsberger ratio. An antipolarized remanent magnetization 
in the rocks examined is sometimes a high multiple of the present, induced magnetization.

This is the link between the research in question and the magnetic interpretation 
(calculations of magnetic bodies). The new concept in the latter, owes a great deal to 
paleomagnetic research.
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33 SE IS M IC  C R U S T A L  I N V E S T I G A T I O N S

In 1969 this work was done in a Polish-Czechoslovakian-Hungarian cooperation 
along the international profile No. V. This N -S  oriented profile is 320 km long (in 
round figures), it starts in Poland and, traversing the CSR, enters Hungary at Hidvégardó, 
to end at the Tisza river.

During the common work five shotpoints were shot from: Hungary and Poland 
gave sites to two each, Czechoslovakia to a single one.

The profile traversed a tectonically varying section: it went across the Carpathians, 
the Low-Tatras and the Hungarian Northern Range. This caused troubles in continuous 
recording and rendered phase-correlation difficult.

The measurements were carried out with phase-correlation refraction, applying the 
CPO system. Maximum offset was 150 km.

The first arrivals indicated a horizon of abt. 6000 m/s velocity, with an average depth 
of 5 km. Because of the rough topography, the apparent velocities (both in first and in 
later arrivals) are uncertain enough.

Later arrivals could continuously be obtained in short sections only. A 20 km deep 
horizon of abt. 7000 m/s velocity revealed itself from them. The dashed line on Fig. 42 
(page 100) indicates gaps in the arrivals.

Moho-arrivals came with great energy and continuously enough, as a rule. They 
were, however, later arrivals and exclusively on the Czechoslovakian-Hungarian section 
(by the way, the discussion of the material with the Polish colleagues has not yet taken 
place). Time-distance diagrams are sometimes hyperbolically curved, indicating the 
reflection character of these arrivals. The Moho-velocity, is, calculated from pure refrac
tion-sections similarly to those obtained earlier, 8100 m/s.

Moho-depth on the S part of the profile is 26 km, trends downward in the northern 
direction: at the border it is 27 km. The large arrival times from the Polish shot-points 
suggest a thick Carpathian crust: approximately 35-40 km. More accurate determination 
is subject to an international conference among the interested parties.

34 T H E  R E G I O N A L  G E O P H Y S I C A L  S Y N T H E S IS  OF H U N G A R Y

From the analysis of slowly varying terrestrial fields, from the regional interpretation 
of the gravity anomalies o f the Carpathian basin, from geothermal, electromagnetic 
and DSS measurements, the geophysical-tectonical model of the Carpathian basin could 
be established in 1969. This model disagrees with any previous concepts about the 
structure and origin o f the Carpathians and Carpathian basin, but corresponds rather 
well with data yielded by the geophysical methods enumerated.
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An essential feature o f the model is the crustal thickness, namely, the thin crust 
beneath the basin and the thick crust beneath the Carpathians (the flysch-rangc). The 
crustal structure reveals the epoch, moreover the synchronous nature, of the origination 
o f the Outer Carpathian flyseh-zone and the basin. The mechanism of the basin-forma
tion can be figured out, and one is entitled to believe that the Upper Cretaceeous (and 
ever since lasting) subsidence of the basin has been controlled by the effort of the crust 
to attain isostatic compensation.

All the above-said have been published in English and Russian language, for the 1969 
Session of the Carpatho-Balkan Association (Budapest). The theme, for the time being, 
has terminated, and the model will be revised in the possession of a considerable quantity 
of new material only.
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